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Please take a moment to take this short survey – thanks!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Program Name: Smart Gardening - Deer Resistant Bulbs and LandscapesSurvey Name: Extension Demographic Data Collection form for AdultsUse the link or QR code below to take this surveyhttps://bit.ly/3xkTA5cNumbers are highlighted green, and letters are in blue text.�
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Urban Wildlife



Steps to take when gardening with any pest:

• Understand the severity of the problem
• Understand your tolerance
• Understand the enemy (or acquaintance)
• Seek permanent change for long term
• Apply temporary changes for the short term

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understanding Deer Behavior-applies to any pest- whether mammal, rodent, insect, fungi, etc.  An important step in IPM—identify the plant/pest connection.  With deer, what are they eating?  Lots….



Time Magazine; 
Nove 28, 2018; 
https://time.com/546
5640/otter-koi/

https://time.com/5465640/otter-koi/
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Steps to take when gardening with varmints:

• Understand the severity of the problem

Moderate Offenders
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Understanding Deer Behavior-applies to any pest- whether mammal, rodent, insect, fungi, etc.  An important step in IPM—identify the plant/pest connection.  With deer, what are they eating?  Lots….





Voles and moles…..



Steps to take when gardening with varmints:

• Understand the severity of the problem

The Bad Boys
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Understanding Deer Behavior-applies to any pest- whether mammal, rodent, insect, fungi, etc.  An important step in IPM—identify the plant/pest connection.  With deer, what are they eating?  Lots….







Non-shearing deer vs shearing cow:

Photo: MDNR (left); Pixabay (right)
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Front incisors, unlike a cow. No upper incisors, so damage is torn/jagged (rodents leave a clean cut).



Deer Anatomy 101
• Deer never developed 

into full grazers (lack the 
teeth to “shear” grass)

• They pull grass out rather 
than shear it (cows 
shear).

• They pull out or bite off 
pieces of plants and 
trees.

Photo: Pixabay



Cow Similarity
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Just like a cow, they have a four-chambered stomach to process all kind of plant material.  Have been know to eat 100s of different types of plants, including cacti!  









Swamping the Predator

Photo: S. Rautio



Key Characteristics of Deer “Resistant” Plants

• Smelly
• Fuzzy & Leathery
• Grass-like
• Toxic



Ornamental 
alliums

Photos: S. Rautio
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Deer resistant bulbs-allium family



Chive and garlic 
borders

Photo: S. Rautio
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Plant a lot of it-not just one!



Flowers that Stink

• Yarrow
• Zinnia
• Tansy
• Marigold
• Monarda (bee balm)
• Artemesia
• Mint family

Artemisia garden in Los Alamos. A wave of artemisia surrounds patches of 
Russian sage and yellow yarrow. © 2008 Bob Walker



Lavender cotton – stinky







Fuzzy or Leathery

• Black-eyed Susans, Coneflowers and Daisies
• Gallardia (Blanket Flower)
• Foxglove
• Poppies
• Artemesias and Dusty Millers
• Rose Campion, Lamb’s Ear
• Irises, aloes, and agaves
• Peonies



Photo: S. 
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LEATHERY LEAVES: Bergenia, sedum and peonies 



Fuzzy

Photo: S. Rautio



Key Characteristics of Deer “Resistant” Plants

• Smelly
• Fuzzy & Leathery
• Grass-like
• Toxic



Ornamental Grasses

Photos: S. Rautio



Key Characteristics of Deer “Resistant” Plants

• Smelly
• Fuzzy & Leathery
• Grass-like
• Toxic



Photo: S. 
Rautio
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https://www.pasadosafehaven.org/adopt/resources/poisonous-plant-guide/Caster Bean Ricinis sp
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October is the ideal time to plant over-wintering bulbs in Michigan because soils remain warm while air temperatures cool down. These conditions help bulbs establish early roots without top growth, which is an important first step in preparing them for their next life stage—a required winter cool down. In fact, most types of bulbs need a cool down to bloom, which is why spring blooming bulbs are more commonly grown in northern climates.If you live in an area where deer are common, you may have had disappointing results with spring bulbs in the past. As much as we want to blame the deer, those losses can be mitigated with proper bulb selection. In other words, resist the tulip! Deer love to eat tulips, but the good news is that there is a tremendous variety of bulbs they avoid. That resistance is not by chance, but more because deer-resistant bulbs produce blooms that can have strong scents or poisonous biochemicals, making them unpalatable to deer and other animals.Check out some of the interesting deer-resistant options below. Prior to planting, determine the bulbs that best suit your environment. Bulbs that spread will need room to grow, and most bulbs need a loose, rich, well-draining soil, albeit a couple varieties that thrive in wet soils. Rather than planting one bulb type, consider variable types across a wide range of bloom time for lasting beauty and pollinator support. Finally, intermingle deer-resistant bulbs with deer-resistant plants to create designs that buffer deer rather than create a buffet. For more details on planting the bulbs themselves, see:



https://www.canr.msu.edu/news/what-is-a-bulb











https://youtu.be/JnCJME_ssNU

Snowdrops are one of the earliest bulbs to bloom, providing nectar and pollen for 
honey bees at a time of year when those resources are scarce, as seen in the 
video above.
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Ground cover bulbsIn order of early to late spring bloom time: Snow Drops (Galanthus spp.), Crocus (Crocus spp.), Glory-of-the-Snow (Chionodoxa spp.), Squill (Scilla spp.), Grape Hyacinth (Muscari spp.), Windflower (Anemone spp.) and Star Flower (Ipheion spp.)These bulbs are grouped together because they all grow low to the ground and can naturalize to create seasonal ground cover. They can be planted in a variety of settings:Flower beds, where competition with other plants is not an issue.Partially shaded woodlands, where there is either dappled shade all season or spring sun prior to emergence of tree leaves.Lawns, since most ground cover bulbs can compete with grass because they bloom before grass takes over.Furthermore, if you plant a mixed variety of these species, they will produce a longer display of blooms over time for you and pollinators. For example, planting Snow Drops, Glory-of-the-Snow and Grape Hyacinth in the same place can change it from white to pink to blue between late March and early May, expanding the aesthetic and pollinator benefits across many months.

https://youtu.be/JnCJME_ssNU


In order of early to late spring bloom time: 

• Snow Drops (Galanthus spp.)
• Crocus (Crocus spp.)
• Glory-of-the-Snow (Chionodoxa spp.)
• Squill (Scilla spp.)
• Grape Hyacinth (Muscari spp.)
• Windflower (Anemone spp.)
• Star Flower (Ipheion spp.)
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Hyacinths and HyacinthoidesThese are the bulbs that produce calcium oxalate, a substance also found in deer-resistant plants such as sorrel, rhubarb, skunk cabbage and even some leafy green vegetables (e.g., spinach). Calcium oxalate is toxic at high concentrations, which is the case for hyacinths. Fortunately, hyacinths also emit an intensely fragrant biochemical that makes them enjoyable to us while warning the deer to stay away.Related to Hyacinths, Hyacinthoides have looser blooms and include bulbs such as Spanish and English Bluebells. These are not to be confused with Virginia Bluebells (Mertensia virginica), which do not grow from bulbs. Virginia Bluebells are also deer resistant and can be a better choice for those seeking a native species.�
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Many gardeners already know daffodils are deer resistant and may find this group to be rather ordinary. But did you know there are 12 different daffodil divisions with 32,000 different kinds of daffodils? Add to that the fact that daffodils have enough varieties to produce continuous bloom over the entire spring, and that some varieties have unexpected traits like “gardenia-like” scents, pink tones, miniature cups, and ruffles—imagine the possibilities!Masses of uniquely different and fragrant N. poeticus daffodils tolerate wet soils, competition with grasses, and deer.https://www.canr.msu.edu/news/smart-gardening-with-deer-deer-resistant-bulbs-to-plant-in-fall�
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Naturalized English Bluebells in a dappled woodland.



Not to be confused with 
Virginia bluebells – but 
also somewhat deer 
resistant.
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Presentation Notes
Not to be confused with Virginia bluebells – but also somewhat deer resistant.



The taller Fritillaria have toxic parts.
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FritillariaThis bulb is a bit of a mystery until one comes across it in early spring and wonders what it could be. That is because the taller varieties of Fritillaria often have many leaves and take on the appearance of a perennial rather than a bulb. Although some varieties are short, the taller varieties (e.g., F. persica) can reach 3 feet, so only a few are needed in a flower bed to get the attention of neighbors and pollinators.Interestingly, Fritillaria spp. evolved to be pollinated by birds in their native range, yet may also attract solitary bees. Fritillaria spp. can be sensitive to colder growing zones in Michigan and may need a layer of mulch to survive multiple winters.A small dog “eyes” a most unusual bulb that has popped up out of the spring brown landscape with a name fit for an empress: Fritillaria imperialis ‘Maxima Lutea’. Photo by Sarah Rautio, MSU Extension.�













Leucojum in moist partly 
shady areas.
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A mass of deer-resistant Leucojum spp. planted in moist soil.





Colchicum spp. blooms 
emerge about the same 
time apples mature, with 
one key difference: deer 
eat the apples.

Sometimes called Autumn 
Crocus, it is in the lily 
family, not the crocus 
family.  Toxic due to 
colchicine.  (Spring crocus 
is not toxic but can cause a 
bit of gut pain.)
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ColchicumPlanted in the fall, these bulbs have two active growth periods separated by a summer dormancy. Green leaves emerge in spring without flowers, then the plants completely die back and disappear in the summer. Come early fall, colchicum sends up its blooms (no leaves). The flowering stage is likely the most deer-resistant stage of this plant since an alkaloid toxin called colchicine is most concentrated in the flower.Colchicum spp. blooms emerge about the same time apples mature, with one key difference: deer eat the apples.�
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Allium and EremusThese are two other groups of deer-resistant bulbs that can be planted in either the summer or the fall. For more details, see:What is that big purple ball growing in the garden?Ball-shaped Allium and other spring and summer flowering bulbs are planted in the fall. Learn about bulbs in this article and at upcoming events.
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Deer-resistant iris and allium planted together. The plants in the foreground (Nepeta sp. and Salvia sp.) also have deer resistance from their strong scents and fuzzy leaves. Photo by Sarah Rautio, MSU Extension.Whitetail deer are common in most environments where we live. While there are many smart ways to deter deer, two connected ways are to plant a variety of plants that deer avoid and to transition from a simple landscape design with “buffet-style” offerings to a more complicated and large-scale design that “buffers” the damage. Here we focus on one specific group of plants: summer blooming bulbs, rhizomes, tubers and corms that are planted in spring and early summer for summer display. In an upcoming article, we will focus on deer-resistant bulbs to plant in the fall for the following spring.Bulbs, rhizomes, tubers and corms fall into a biological category called geophytes. Many summer blooming geophytes can be purchased two ways: dormant form (e.g., bulbs in mesh bags) or actively growing plants in pots. In fact, some of us may not even realize we are purchasing a geophyte when we chose one of them as a container plant!Here are some summer geophytes that deer avoid along with some buffer style design ideas.
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AlliumCommonly known as flowering onions, there are hundreds of species of alliums in the world, some of which can be grown as perennials in the Midwest. Alliums bulbs generally need to be planted in the fall, but it is increasingly more common to find some narrow leaved perennial-like species grown in pots. Deer dislike allium because they have a strong pungent scent and taste.Summer perennial allium interplanted with deer-resistant ornamental grass. Photo by Sarah Rautio, MSU Extension.�
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KniphofiaCommonly known as Poker Plants or Desert Candles, these rhizomes produce narrow grass-like foliage much like ornamental grasses. Deer dislike grass-like blades due to their sharp edges. Originally from Africa, Kniphofia grows in mountain ranges in its native habitat and can therefore survive some cooler temperatures here in Michigan (USDA Zones 5 and 6). Red hot pokers intermixed with other prairie-like perennials and annuals within a large flower bed. Photo by Sarah Rautio, MSU Extension.
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EremusQuite tricky to grow for a beginner, eremus (foxtail lilies or Desert Candles) are majestic if you happen to have the perfect soil conditions they need. These plants are not very well-known in the U.S. but enormously popular in England. They are native from Eastern Europe to China and hardy in USDA Zones 5-7. They are generally unreliable in Michigan because they are very susceptible to root rot in the winter from wet soils and need to be planted in very well-drained soil. Their grass-like foliage gives them their deer resistance, but test a small amount out first before investing in a larger planting given their pickiness. Foxtail Lilies can grow to be 3 feet tall and have interesting serpentine-like tuberous roots. Photo by Sarah Rautio, MSU Extension.
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PeonyPeonies are perennials that are sold both as dormant tuberous roots and as potted plants. The leathery leaves of peonies make them deer-resistant, albeit a small risk to the flowers. Nonetheless, it is no surprise they have endured on their own in the middle of yards adjacent to open farmland areas of Michigan where deer and harsh winter winds are common. Many gardeners are also surprised at the variety of cultivars and 33 species of this plant, many of which thrive in cold growing zones (as low as USDA Zone 3). A diverse collection peaks in bloom in June at Matthaei Gardens in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Many varieties of peonies tolerate very cold climates. A young boy admires a peony in Oulu, Finland, not far from the Arctic Circle. Photo by Sarah Rautio, MSU Extension.



A familiar (Grandiflora hybrid) and less-familiar 
(Gladiolus callianthus) variety of Gladiolus.
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GladiolusSimilarly to peonies, there is a reason why gladioli historically withstood deer damage in the unfenced gardens of farming communities. Deer do not like their rough, grass-like leaves – in fact, “glads” are sometimes called “sword lilies,” and if there is any fear of the deer picking off the flowers, gardeners typically harvest bloom stalks prior to emergence for longer vase life anyhow. Other less known varieties of gladiolus have looser blooms (e.g. G. callianthus). These looser forms, and even the traditional varieties, can be left to flower in beds with other deer resistant perennials. The 300 species of gladioli originate from warmer climates than the growing zones in Michigan, so their corms need to be lifted and stored for the winter.



Agapanthus grown in a container in front of a greenhouse. Photo by Sarah Rautio, MSU 
Extension.



Dierama spp.
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Color and form diversity across many cultivars of Rex Begonia. Photo by Sarah Rautio, MSU Extension. BegoniaNot all begonias are deer-resistant, but those with fuzzy stems/leaves or waxy/leathery leaves tend to be. Begonias have rhizomatous or tuberous stems and tremendous species and cultivar diversity, both in numbers (1,800 species worldwide) and in plant form.Rex Begonias have rhizomatous stems, fuzzy leaves and stunning foliage. Waxy-leaved begonias (e.g., bedding) have tuberous stems, waxy leaves and are grown more for their flowers than leaves. The large leaf wax begonias (e.g., angel wing begonia) have the most deer resistance because deer can still pluck smaller wax begonias right out of the ground (taste test), even if they do not want to eat them. Except for the hardy begonia, Begonia grandis, which can only be grown in USDA Zone 6 or higher, begonias in Michigan are grown as annuals in summer or overwintered indoors as houseplants.�
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A close-up of plant hairs on a Rex Begonia demonstrates a classic deer resistant feature that some plants have: fuzzy leaves. Photo by Sarah Rautio, MSU Extension.
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One of the more brilliant varieties of Caladium sp. CaladiumCommonly called Elephant Ears, this is a diverse group of tuberous rooted plants from the Araceae plant family with large leaves and often brilliant colors. Elephant ears originate from warm regions and can only be grown as annuals in Michigan. Their deer resistance is likely connected to a toxin they produce called oxalate/oxalic acid. This toxin is also present in other plants of the Araceae family, such as perennial skunk cabbage, and in perennial rhubarb (Rheum sp.), both of which are deer resistant. Imagine a garden full of elephant ears, skunk cabbage and rhubarb—wow!�





Skunk cabbage is in the same family as caladium – and also has the toxin calcium oxalate.









Bloom on a rhubarb – this 
plant also has calcium 
oxalate – yet is in another 
family.





More deer-resistant geophytes:
• Blazing Star (Liatris punctate or the Michigan native Liatris spicata) – Not quite as 

deer resistant as other bulbs, this corm still has some resistance, especially if 
interplanted with other deer resistant plants that complement it, like Echinacea.

• Bleeding heart (Dicentra ) – A common perennial that is sold in both dormant form 
(in bags) and active form (in pots). All species and cultivars of bleeding heart have 
very high deer resistance.

• Canna lilies (Canna) – Their leathery leaves and often large size make them deer 
resistant. Their rhizomes need to be lifted in most areas of Michigan in the fall—
allow the foliage to die back before cutting the tops off for storage.

• Crocosmia/Montbretia – These corms produce plants with orange/red flowers on 
tall stems and grass-like foliage; ‘Luicifer’ is hardy to USDA Zone 5, but most of 
these are only suitable down to Zone 6.



• Cranesbill (Geranium tuberosum) – A tuberous rooted perennial in the 
geranium family, these wild versions of geraniums are deer resistant due to 
their fuzzy stems and leaves.

• Fumewort (Corydalis solida) – Often sold in pots in early spring, this is a 
woodland plant.

• Winter aconite (Eranthis hyemalis) – A less familiar bulb that belongs to a 
more familiar plant family, the Ranunculaceae (buttercups). It is sometimes 
sold as a potted plant, producing yellow flowers on a low-growing plant.

• Wood sorrel (Oxalis adenophylla) – Another unfamiliar plant from the more 
familiar genus Oxalis (shamrocks). It is mostly sold as a plant in containers 
rather than in its dormant corm form.















Dierama sp. behind a bench at Altamont Gardens - Ireland







Please take a moment to take this short survey – thanks!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Program Name: Smart Gardening - Deer Resistant Bulbs and LandscapesSurvey Name: Consumer horticulture program eveluationUse the link or QR code below to take this surveyhttps://bit.ly/3RJmrYXNumbers are highlighted green, and letters are in blue text.�





MSU Extension Hotline: 1-888-678-3464
Ask an Expert:
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